Dear City of San Bernardino,

Thanks to you, and many other cities/counties up and down CA, we were able to perform “The EcoHero Show” at 380 schools reaching an estimated 170,000 students. That’s enough to fill the Staples Center 8 times!

The students took these messages home, resulting in 760,000 minutes of watch time on our YouTube channel, which equals 1.4 years!

We surveyed assembly coordinators and teachers at schools and here are results from those surveys.

Who: The assembly coordinator at the school.

Question: Would You Have The EcoHero Show back at your school?

☐ 116 Yes  ☐ 2 No

Who: Teachers who watched the show feedback.

Question: Did you find the show educational?

☐ 204 Yes  ☐ 7 No

Who: Teachers who watched the show feedback.

Question: Were your students engaged?

☐ 200 Yes  ☐ 11 No

Thank you for having us in your city/county. We would love to come back next school year and build on the success of empowering EcoHero Leaders for life in your community!

Love,

The EcoHero Show

- Alexandra “EcoHero Lexi” Lovelace
- Unissa “Lola Eco” Ferguson
- Pia “School Booker” Piscitelli
- Monique “City/County Liaison” Figueiredo
- Rayand “School Analytics” Villanueva
- Brett “Mr. Eco” Edwards
- Yagmur “Ms. Eco” Yalcin
Estimated Students Reached: 4,813

Feedback From Schools:

“Lola Eco was wonderful! Several of the teachers found the related videos and showed them to their classes at the end of the day! This was a new source of information for their science curriculum. Thank you!”

-9/17/2018: Janelle Williams, Counselor, Ramona-Alessandro Elementary

“The show was great...kids loved the music & interaction.”

-10/11/2018: Jennifer Pullen, Kindergarten, Bradley Elementary
**Feedback From Schools:**

“They like the music and the dancing. Fun, educational, engaging! I recommend the show.”

-10/18/2018: Maria Cleppe, Counselor, George Brown Elementary

“The EcoHero assembly was such an engaging and impactful experience for our students and staff. The assembly made an immediate impact on our campus as immediately following the experience, teachers students began planning a recycling initiative at our school. Thank you EcoHero!”

-10/15/2018: Steve Dowding, Principal, Excel Prep Elementary

“Show is presented in a manner that is engaging and entertaining to students but also conveys an important message.”

-10/15/2018: Mr. Mathis, Counselor, Salinas Elementary

“I recommend the EcoHero Show to any Elementary School. It was a very informative and entertaining show.”

-10/15/2018: Maria Cleppe, Counselor, George Brown Elementary

“Outstanding job! Very interactive and engaging!”

-10/15/2018: Laura Ramos, Principal, Emmerton Elementary

---

**Contact Information:**

The EcoHero Show

Phone: 888-482-3885

Email: ecoheroshow@gmail.com

Website: http://www.ecoheroshow.com/